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1 Document Overview  

1.1 Document Purpose 
This second volume of the Operations Guide will support Local Administrators (LAs) and 
Onboarding Managers to implement NHSmail Cloud + SSO and Hybrid Infrastructure features 
to their organisation for Windows 10 devices and User Identities.  

The document will explain how Local Administrators can adopt MECM Co-management, 
Certificate Services and Cloud + SSO and Hybrid sync with NHSmail Azure. 

The document assumes that Onboarding Managers have completed the initial Intune On-
boarding activities as outlined in the NHSmail Intune Service Terms of Reference (ToR) 
document.  

At a high-level, this document covers the following key areas of ‘Cloud + SSO’ and ‘Hybrid’ 
tracks:  

• MEM Co-management (the joint management of devices using MECM (SCCM)) with 
Azure AD Services and Intune 

• Configuration of Certificate issuing and management services for Local Organisation’s 
devices for Wifi/VPN certificate requirements 

• Adoption and configuration of device Hybrid-join features and Cloud + SSO extension 
attribute features to enhance Local Organisation on-premises AD experience and 
resource access. 

Please note:  

1. This document provides a detailed elaboration of the Cloud + SSO and Hybrid 
Infrastructure and is intended to support LAs and Onboarding Managers adopting and 
provisioning the solution. Due to the individual nature of each organisation, you may 
encounter issues which are not referenced in this guide. If this is the case, all onboarded 
organisations can request additional technical support by raising an incident or service 
request via Helpdesk Self-Service. 

2. Any recommendations suggested in this guide are offered as guidance only. LAs should 
consider these recommendations but should only follow the recommendations if they deem 
these to be the best course of action for their organisation. As outlined in the NHSmail 
Intune Terms of Reference (ToR) document; ‘Once an organisation has completed Intune 
provisioning, that organisation becomes wholly responsible for their assigned Device 
Applications, device configuration, compliance and any adopted or amended ‘pencilled in’ 
policy baselines.’ 

3. This document will be updated regularly to reflect any technical changes, updates and/or 
necessary guidance pertaining to new features.  

 

  

https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/onboarding-information/
https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/onboarding-information/
https://accentureplc.service-now.com/clientportal/login_with_sso.do?glide_sso_id=1a86ce8a1b1eab440bcc311d1e4bcbcc
https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/onboarding-information/
https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/onboarding-information/
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1.2 Highlighted Notes 
 

!  
Important Note   

This highlighted note indicates important information for the reader’s 
awareness.   

 

 

 

 

  

Recommendation / Recommended Use   

This highlighted note indicates a general recommendation or the 
recommended use of a process or action.  

 

 

1.3 Document Audience 

As part of the work to add improved functionality to the NHSmail Intune Service, we are 
deploying two new Windows 10 and 11 Tracks, designed to accelerate cloud adoption. Local 
Admins can now adopt and deploy and adopt the following features individually or together: 

• MEM Co-management (the joint management of devices using MECM (SCCM)) with 
Azure AD Services and Intune 

• Configuration of Certificate issuing and management services for Local Organisation’s 
devices for Wifi/VPN certificate requirements 

• Two new tracks: 

o 'Cloud + SSO Track’ (AAD-joined) 

o 'Hybrid’ Track (Hybrid-AAD-Joined) 

This guide is intended for use by Local Administrators from NHSmail organisations only. 
The document is not intended for use by end users. 

Administrators should have access to tools or subject matter experts in their organisation for 
Active Directory, Networking and On-premises MDM configuration. 

 
Critical Notes that will require action  

This highlighted note indicates a required action to be completed.   

 

Managed Centrally 

This highlighted note indicates a setting which is centrally managed and is 
therefore not configurable by an LA.  
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!  
Important Note   

‘Trust’ and ‘Organisation’ are used interchangeably within this document. Both 
refer to NHSmail organisations generally.  

 

!  
Important Note   

Organizations should be Onboarded in Microsoft Intune before starting the Cloud 
+ SSO Track or Hybrid Track Onboarding. 
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2 Glossary 

Acronym  Full Term  Description 

AAD Azure Active 
Directory 

Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) is Microsoft’s 
enterprise cloud-based identity and access management 
(IAM) solution. Azure AD is the basis of the Office 365 
system. 

AAD-joined /  

AADJ 

Azure Active 
Directory 
Joined 

Azure AD join allows to join devices directly to Azure AD 
without the need to join to on-premises Active Directory   

AD Active Directory Active Directory (AD) is a Microsoft technology used to 
manage computers and other devices on a network. It is 
a primary feature of Windows Server, an operating 
system that runs both local and Internet-based servers. 
Active Directory allows network administrators to create 
and manage domains, users, and objects within a 
network. 

API Application 
Programming 
Interface 

An Application Programming Interface (API) is a set of 
functions that allows applications to access data and 
interact with external software components, operating 
systems, or microservices. To simplify, an API delivers a 
user response to a system and sends the system’s 
response back to a user. 

BDS   

Cloud + SSO 
Track 

Cloud + Same 
Sign On Track 

A user identity that has been defined within the 
SyncEngine ‘user attributes’ synchronization scope. 
Azure AD with SSO. 

CMG Cloud 
Management 
Gateway 

The Internet connection point for a MECM ‘site’ that 
allows internet-based clients to consume policy and 
deployment payloads 

CSR Certificate 
Signing 
Request  

A Certificate Signing Request is a small, encoded text file 
containing information about the organization and the 
domain you wish to secure. It is required for the activation 
of a digital SSL certificate. 

DNS Domain Name 
System 

Translates human readable domain names like 
google.com to machine readable IP addresses e.g., 
192.0.2.44 

FSMO Flexible Single-
Master 
Operation 
(FSMO) 

It is a Microsoft Active Directory feature that is a 
specialized domain controller task used when standard 
data transfer and update methods are inadequate. Tasks 
that do not suit multimaster replication are only viable as 
flexible single-master operations. 

GA General 
Availability 

General Availability is the production release phase of the 
software lifecycle.  
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Acronym  Full Term  Description 

HSS Helpdesk Self-
Service  

Helpdesk Self-Service is an online portal supporting the 
registering and resolution of tickets submitted by LAs.  

Hybrid Track Hybrid Azure 
Active Directory 
Joined 

A hybrid Azure Active Directory joined device can be 
managed in both your on-premises AD and in Azure AD.  

IaaS Infrastructure as 
a Service 

It is a type of cloud computing service that offers essential 
compute, storage, and networking resources on demand, 
on a pay-as-you-go basis. 

JML Joiners, 
Movers, 
Leavers 

Employee Status for TanSync 

LAPS Local Admin 
Password 
Solution 

The Local Administrator Password 
Solution (LAPS) provides a solution to this issue of using 
a common local account with an identical password on 
every computer in a domain. LAPS resolves this issue by 
setting a different, random password for the common local 
administrator account on every computer in the domain. 

LDAP Lightweight 
Directory 
Access Protocol 

It is a software protocol for enabling anyone to locate data 
about organizations, individuals, and other resources 
such as files and devices in a network directory (e.g., 
Active Directory) 

LoB Apps Line of 
Business 
Applications 

Line of Business Applications is software used by 
business users to perform a business function. 

LST Intune Live 
Service Team  

The Intune Live Service Team is responsible for reviewing 
and actioning all submitted Helpdesk Self Service 
incidents and service requests tickets and communicating 
the progress and outcome of these tickets to 
the requesting LA.  

MDM Mobile Device 
Management 

Mobile Device Management (MDM) is the process of 
enhancing corporate data security by deploying, 
monitoring, managing, and securing the devices such as 
laptops, smartphones and tablets used in 
enterprises. Mobile device management solutions allow 
IT admins to control and distribute security policies to the 
devices in their organizations, ensuring the corporate 
network is secure. 

MECM Microsoft 
Endpoint 
Configuration 
Manager 

Also known previously as ‘SCCM’, this is the on-premises 
EMS product in use by some local Organizations for 
device management 

MEM Microsoft 
Endpoint 
Manager 

Microsoft Endpoint Manager (also known as Intune) helps 
deliver the modern workplace and modern management 
to keep data secure, in the cloud and on-premises. 
Endpoint Manager includes the services and tools you 
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Acronym  Full Term  Description 

use to manage and monitor mobile devices, desktop 
computers, virtual machines, embedded devices, and 
servers. 

MIM Microsoft 
Identity 
Manager 

MIM provides is an identity and access management 
solution. Predecessors of MIM include, Forefront Identity 
Manager (FIM), Identity Lifecycle Manager (ILM) and 
Microsoft Identity Integration Server (MIIS). 

ODS Organisation 
Data Service 

Unique code created by the Organisation Data Service 
within NHS Digital and used to identify organizations 
across health and social care. 

OS Operating 
System 

The Operating System is software that controls the 
operation of a computer and directs the processing of 
programs.  

RBAC Role Based 
Access 
Controls 

Role-based access control (RBAC) restricts network 
access based on a person’s role within an organization 
and has become one of the main methods for advanced 
access control. The roles in RBAC refer to the levels of 
access that people have to the network. 

SCCM System Center 
Configuration 
Manager 

Now known as MECM – see direct reference 

SCP Service 
Connection 
Point 

SCPs are objects in Active Directory that hold information 
about services. Services can publish information about 
their existence by creating serviceConnectionPoint 
objects in Active Directory. Client applications use this 
information to find and connect to instances of the service 

SSO Same Sign On The NHSmail-specific Password Synchronization 
solution that orchestrates event-driven password 
changes for users between Azure and on-premises 
Active Directory (not equivalent to ‘Single Sign On’ 
references which will be identified as such) 

SyncEngine Sync Engine SyncEngine is an NHSmail, server-based application that 
brokers the key components for the sync process allowing 
Local Organizations to Hybrid-Join Windows 10 devices 
to the NHSmail Azure AD Tenant. 

T&Cs Terms and 
conditions 

The terms and conditions that detail the rules that apply 
to fulfilling a particular contract. 

TANSync TANSync TANSync is an Identity Management Solution providing 
integration between local data sources and the NHSmail 
API. 

TDA Technical 
Design 
Authority 

A Technical Design Authority is the group or person 
responsible for ensuring a solution meets goals, needs 
and specifications. 
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Acronym  Full Term  Description 

TPM  Trusted 
Platform 
Module   

A Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is a specialized chip on 
an endpoint device that stores RSA encryption keys 
specific to the host system for hardware authentication. 

Trust Also known as 
a local org., 
organization. 

An organisational unit within the NHS, generally serving 
either a geographical area or a specialised function. 

UPN User Principal 
Name 

A User Principal Name is the name of a system user in an 
e-mail address format that acts as a key identifier for 
identity synchronisation.  

VLAN Virtual Local 
Area Network 

A VLAN (virtual LAN) is a subnetwork which can group 
together collections of devices on separate physical local 
area networks (LANs) 
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3 Co-Management  

The NHSmail Intune service provides a solution to enable organisations to Co-manage 
devices with SCCM (or MECM) and Intune. This means that LAs can choose which workloads 
they’d like to be managed via SCCM and which via Intune. Examples of the workloads LAs 
should consider include:  

• Compliance policies 

• Device Configurations  

• Endpoint protection (anti-virus) 

• Client apps  

• Windows update policies  

 

!  

Important Note   

It is not required for all organisations to set up co-management to be able to use 
NHSmail Intune.  

Organisations are only required to set up co-management if they wish to manage 
their device and associated workloads via both SCCM (or MECM) and Intune.  
 

 

3.1 Setup Azure Services  
Please follow the steps outlined below to connect on-premises systems to the cloud. 
Specifically, section 5.2 covers how to set up the connector between SCCM and Intune.   

 

1. To setup the Cloud Management Gateway (CMG) on the local organisation’s Azure 
tenant, navigate to the Configuration Manager Console Administration window.  

 

  
 

2. Open Overview > Cloud Services > Azure Services.  
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3. Click Configure Azure Services from the Home bar.  
 

  
 

4. Select Cloud Management from the Azure Services Windows and specify a name for 
the Azure Service. 
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5. On the next screen, select Browse under the section Web App. 
 

  
 
6. Click Create.  

 

  
 
7. Specify an Application Name and Sign into Microsoft Azure with Global Administrator 

credentials. Click OK to save the changes and repeat for the Native Client App, click 
Browse and Create.  
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3.2 Setup Cloud Management Gateway  
This section outlines how to connect any remote devices into SCCM. Remote devices are 
devices need to be connected into SCCM which are using an internet connection not 
provided on site.  

3.3 Pre-requisites 
• SCCM Current Branch 1806 or higher  
• A valid Azure Subscription  
• An Azure account with Global Admin rights  
• The SCCM service connection point must be set to Online  

  
A Web Authentication Certificate should be acquired from the on-premises AD Certification 
Authority if one exists. Alternatively, if there is no PKI setup in Active Directory, a 
Public Certificate registered to a unique name e.g., TrustX.net can be purchased.  
  

!    

Important Note     
 
The Public Certificate option requires a CNAME to be created in the 
DNS for <GatewayName>.<DomainSuffix> to the 
real hostname  <GatewayName>.<.CloudApp.Net>  
 
If more than one CMG is required for redundancy or capacity reasons, it is 
recommended to purchase a Wildcard Certificate. This can be used multiple times 
and is more cost effective than purchasing one Certificate for each instance.  
  

  
  

 

3.4 Verify a Unique Azure Service URL  
  
It is not necessary to create the cloud service in Azure as the Cloud Management Gateway 
setup will create the service. This step is only required to verify that the Azure cloud service 
URL is valid and unique.  
 
1. Log into the Azure portal, select Cloud Services Classic and then click Create. 
 

  
 

  
2. Select a region from the drop-down box. Enter the desired DNS Name. 

  

Recommendation / Recommended Use   

If more than one CMG is required for redundancy or capacity reasons, it is 
recommended to purchase a Wildcard Certificate. This can be used multiple times 
and is more cost effective than purchasing one Certificate for each instance. 
  

https://systemcenterdudes.com/step-by-step-sccm-1806-upgrade-guide/
https://systemcenterdudes.com/sccm-service-connection-point-installation/
http://portal.azure.com/
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Validate that there’s a green checkmark on the right. If the name is not valid, a red X will 
display, choose an alternative name if required.  
 

 
 

3. Once the name is valid, please take note of this as it will be needed later. 
 

4. Close the window.  
 

5. Do not create the service now.  
 

3.5 Create a CMG Certificate 
 

1. In Active Directory, create a security group for all SCCM Site Servers that contains all 
Computer Accounts for SCCM Server Infrastructure. 
 
On the server running the Certification Authority, open the Certification 
Authority console (certsrv.mmc), right-click Certificate Templates and select Manage.  
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2. Right-click the Web Server template and then select Duplicate Template.  
 

  
 
 

3. In the Duplicate Template dialog box under Compatibility, ensure that Windows 2003 
Server, Enterprise Edition is selected in Certification Authority.  
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4. In the General tab, enter a template name – (for example, SCD SCCM Cloud 

Management Gateway). Change the validity period if needed.  
 

 

!  
Important Note   

Please be aware that the longer the validity period, the less secure the certificate 
will be. 
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5.  In the Request Handling tab, select Allow private key to be exported.  
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6. In the Security tab, remove the Enrol permission from the Enterprise Admins security 

group. 
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7. Choose Add, enter SCCM Site Servers in the text box, and then choose OK. Select 

the Enrol and Read permission for this group.  
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8. Choose OK, close Certificate Templates Console.  
 
9. Return to the Certification Authority (certsrv.mmc) console, right-click Certificate 

Templates, select New / Certificate Template to Issue.  
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10. In the Enable Certificate Templates dialog box, select the new template that was just 

created - SCD SCCM Cloud Management Gateway – and click OK.  
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3.5.1.1 Request the Custom Web Server Certificate  

 
This process detailed below requests and then installs the newly created custom web server 
certificate on the Primary Site prior to the SCCM cloud management gateway installation.   
 
1. On the SCCM Server, run Microsoft Management Console (MMC). On the File Menu, 

choose Add/Remove Snap-in, select Certificates and click Add.  
 

  
 
 
2. When prompted, select Computer Account, click Next >. 
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3. Select Local Computer and then click Finish.  
 

  
 
4. Click OK to close the Add/Remove Snap-ins. In the Add or Remove Snap-ins dialog box, 

choose OK.  
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5. In the console, expand Certificates (Local Computer) > Personal > Certificates. Right-
click Certificates select All Tasks > Request New Certificate. 
 
On the Before you Begin page, click Next.  

 

  
 

6. If the Select Certificate Enrolment Policy page appears, choose Next.  
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7. On the Request Certificates page, identify the SCD SCCM Cloud Management 
Gateway from the list of available certificates, and then select the warning label > More 
information is required to enrol for this certificate. Click here to configure settings.  
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8. In the Certificate Properties dialog box input the following into the Subject tab when 
prompted: 
  
Subject name:  Type > Common name  
Value:  Specify the service name; <service name>.Cloudapp.net and select Add  
Alternative name:  Type > DNS  
Value: Specify the service name; <service name>.Cloudapp.net and select Add  

 

 
 

 

!    

Important Note    
  
In all cases this certificate will determine the name of the Cloud Management 
Gateway. Only letters and numbers are allowed in the name.   
  

  
9. Click OK to close the Certificate Properties dialog box. On the Request 

Certificates page, select SCD SCCM Cloud Management Gateway from the list of 
available certificates and then click Enrol.  

 
10. On the Certificates Installation Results page, wait until the certificate is installed, and 

then click Finish.  
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3.5.1.2 Export Web Server Certificate  

This process exports the custom web server certificate to a file. This should be exported as a 
.CER file for the Azure Management Certificate and in a .PFX format for the cloud 
management gateway creation.  
 

3.5.1.2.1 CER Export  
 

1. Go to the Certificates (Local Computer) console, right-click the SCD Cloud 
Management Gateway certificate that was just created, select All Tasks > Export.  

 

  
 
2. In the Certificates Export Wizard, choose Next.  
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3. On the Export Private Key page, select No do not export the private key and then 

select Next.  
 

  
 
4. On the Export file format, select CER and then select Next. 
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5. Save the certificate in a folder and close the wizard. Select Next.  
 

  
 
6. To close the wizard, click Finish on the Certificate Export Wizard page. 
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3.5.1.2.2 PFX Export  
 
1. Redo the export task a second time. On the Export Private Key page, choose Yes, 

export the private key and then select Next.  
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2. On the Export File Format page, ensure that the Personal Information Exchange – 
PKCS #12 (.PFX) option is selected. 
 

  
 
3. On the Password page, specify a strong password to protect the exported certificate with 

its private key, and then click Next. 
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4.  On the File to Export page, specify the name of the file to export and then click Next.  

 

  
 
5. To close the wizard, click Finish on the Certificate Export Wizard page.  
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6. Close Certificates (Local Computer). 
The certificate is now ready to be imported to create an SCCM Cloud Management Point 
Gateway.  

 

3.6 Installing the Cloud Management Gateway  
  
1. To install the Cloud Management Gateway, firstly navigate to the Configuration 

Manager Console Administration window.  
 

  
  
2. Open Overview > Cloud Services > Cloud Management Gateway > Create Cloud 

Management Gateway in the Home Bar.  
 
 
 

  
 
 

  
3. Select Virtual Machine (VM) Scale Set. Click Sign In and input GA credentials for your 

organisation’s Azure Tenant. 
 
Once signed in successfully, the Subscription ID, Azure App Name and Azure tenant 
Name should be automatically populated.  
 
 

4. Click Next in the settings window, click Browse and navigate to the Certificate file .PFX 
file that was created in the Enterprise CA or purchased from a Public Certification 
Provider.  
 
Enter the import password if prompted.  
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5. Change the Region to a Local Azure Region e.g., UK South. 

 
If you are not using a Certificate Revocation List in the Enterprise CA, untick Verify 
Client Certification Revocation.  

 

!  

Important Note   

More than one VM instance can be created for load balancing depending on 
the anticipated gateway traffic.  
 
Please refer to following Microsoft documentation regarding best practices for 
VM Instances:  
 

Plan for CMG - Configuration Manager | Microsoft Docs  
 

 
6. Click Next to finish setting up the Cloud Management Gateway. The service will 

automatically provision the CMG. This may take some time. Once it has finished, the 
status will change to Ready.  

   
 
 
 
 
 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/configmgr/core/clients/manage/cmg/plan-cloud-management-gateway
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3.6.1.1 Setup Cloud Gateway Connection Point  

 

Once the Cloud Management Gateway is provisioned successfully, a Cloud Management 
Gateway Connection Point Role needs to be added to one of the Configuration Manager Site 
Systems. The system must have a connection to the Internet to perform this role.  
 
1. To setup the Cloud Management Gateway Connection Point Role, navigate to the 

Configuration Manager Console Administration window.  
 

  
  
2. Open Overview > Site Configuration > Servers and Site System Roles.  
  

  
  
3. Right click the Site Server that will install the Connection Point Role, select Add Site 

System Roles.  
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4. Click Next twice to accept the default options. Select Cloud Management Gateway 
Connection Point from the list.  
 

  
 
5. Select the Cloud Management Gateway Name (If there is more than one gateway 

configured). Click Next twice and Finish to complete the setup.  
 
To check the status of the connection point, navigate to Overview > Cloud Services > 
Cloud Management Gateway in the Administration Window and click the Connection 
Points Tab.  
 

If the status is showing Connected the connection point is working and the connection 
between SCCM and Intune is complete.  
  

3.6.1.2 Setup Azure Services for NHSmail Tenant  

Once the connection between SCCM and Intune is complete, all Co-managed device 
workloads that will be controlled via Intune will be managed from the NHSmail Azure Tenant. 
This tenant needs to be added in the Configuration Manager Console for Co-management to 
be setup.  
 

1. To setup the NHSmail Azure Tenant in Configuration Manager Console, Repeat the 
same process detailed in Section 12.1 Setup Azure Services but specify the logon 
credentials of a GA account in NHSmail.  

 

3.6.1.3 Setup Site Roles for CMG Communication 
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1. Navigate to the Configuration Manager Console Administration window.  
 

  
 
 
2. Open these tabs in the following order: Overview > Site Configuration > Sites and then 

right click on the Config Manager Site and select Properties. Select the 
Communication Security tab and configure the options below. Click OK when this is 
complete.   

 

 

  
 

 

  !    

Important Note     
 
In this example, a certificate revocation list (CRL) is not used in the CA.  
 
If using a CRL, check the box Clients use the certificate revocation list 
(CRL) for site systems.  
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3. Settings also need to be configured for the Management Point and Software Update 

Point to enable communication from the CMG to these site systems.  
 
Open the following tabs in this order: Overview > Site Configuration > Servers and 
Sites System Roles. Select the server that contains the Management Point Role.  
 
This configuration should be repeated for every Management Point in your Site.  
 

  
 

 

4. Right click the Management Point Site system role and select Properties. 
 

 

  
 
5. Ensure the following is selected from the drop-down list: Allow Configuration Manager 

cloud management gateway traffic and Allow Intranet and Internet connections and 
then click OK.  
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!    

Important Note     
 
Do not change the client connections protocol. This setting depends on the security 
requirements of the local SCCM site systems.   
 

In this example HTTP is being used for site traffic. For CMG, it doesn’t matter 
whether HTTP or HTTPS is being used provided CMG traffic is enabled.  
  

  
6. Once configuration is set for each Management Point, it is also required for each 

Software Distribution Point in the Site. 
 

 

  
7. Right click the role and choose Properties. Ensure the following is selected from the 

drop-down list: Allow Configuration Manager cloud management gateway traffic and 
Allow Intranet and Internet connections and then click OK.  
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  !    

Important Note     
 
The port numbers shown are the default values. They may be set to different 
values depending on the environment. 
 
Do not change these port settings. Additionally, Require SSL Communication to 
the WSUS server, is an optional environment setting that may be required and 
should not be changed.    
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3.6.1.4 Setup Device Configuration for Cloud Management Gateway 

This section covers how to create policies which will allow devices to connect to the Cloud 
Management Gateway once this has been set up.  
 
  
1. Device settings need to be configured to allow connection through the CMG. To set the 

device settings for Cloud, navigate to the Configuration Manager Console 
Administration window.  
 

 

  
 
2. Open the following from the menu: Overview > Client Settings. 
 

  
 
3. Select the settings set to change (this example uses the Default Client Settings). Click on 

the Cloud Services settings set. Next, set Enable clients to use a cloud management 
gateway to Yes and finally, set Allow access to cloud distribution point to Yes. The 
click OK.   
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  !    

Important Note     
 
If it’s required by your organisation to automatically register new Windows 10 
domain joined devices with Azure Active Directory, this setting can be set 
to Yes. If this is not required, set the policy to No. 

  
  
 

3.6.1.5 Set up Co-management 

 

This section covers how to set up co-management in order for workloads to be correctly 
allocated either to Intune or co-management.  
 
1. To setup co-management on your organisation’s Azure Tenant, navigate to the 

Configuration Manager Console Administration window.  
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2. Open the following in this order from the drop-down menu: Overview > Cloud Services 
> Co-Management. 

 

  
 

3. Click Configure Co-Management from the Menu Home bar. 
  

  
 

4. Click Sign In and use the NHSmail Tenant Admin Account to connect to the tenant. 
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5. Use the default settings and click Next >. The following prompt will appear. Select Yes.  

 
 

  
  
 
6. To target a specific collection of devices for co-management, select the Specific 

Collection option and choose the collection. Otherwise use the “All devices” option and 
then click Next >.   
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13.6.1 Configuring Auto Enrolment  
  
1. If you are enrolling all devices in Configuration Manager to Intune, use the default All 

setting. If you are targeting a specific collection for co-management, use the Pilot option 
and select the Pilot Device Collection. Then click Next >. 
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13.6.2 Configure Workloads  
  
To configure the workloads to manage with Intune / Configuration Manager follow the below 
instructions and steps.  
 

• If you are enrolling all devices for co-management and want to manage the workload via 
Intune, move the slider to the Intune position. Any devices that are not enrolled for co-
management will not be managed.   

 

• If you are using a pilot collection to co-manage only a specific collection of devices, move 
the slider to Intune Pilot for each co-managed workload that will be using Intune for co-
managed devices. Any device that is not in the Pilot collection will have that workload 
managed by Configuration Manager.  

 

• For any workloads that will be managed fully with Configuration Manager, select 
Configuration Manager on the slider. If Intune Pilot is selected for any workload, the 
next screen will ask to specify a collection for each workload.  
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2. Use the same collection as the figure below or specify different collections if 

required. Click Next and Next to confirm the settings. Once the configuration has 
updated, click Finish.  
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4 Certificate Services for Intune   
NHSmail Intune provides the facility for organisations to issue certificates for various 
purposes to devices via Intune. To leverage Intune services, organisations’ certificates can 
be issued and managed from on-premises sources and Certificate Authorities (CAs) via the 
following methods: 
 

• Issue a root certificate itself via an Intune Certificate profile 

• Configure a SCEP (Simple Certificate Enrolment Protocol) connector for issuing 
services 

• Configure a PKCS (Public Key Cryptographic Standard) connector for issuing services 
 

This section will cover the configuration steps for these issuing methods and should help 
organisations who use certificate authentication to access any on-premises resources.   
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  !    

Important Note     
 
Organisations who need to set-up certificate connectors will need to request a 
session with the Intune Live Service Team, to finalise the connection once the 
set-up (outlined in sections 13.1 – 13.6) has been completed.  
 
To raise a request to have this session, LAs should raise a service request via 
Helpdesk Self-Service (option: other and please clearly state ‘Certificate 
connection session request’).  
  

 

 

4.1 Setup Network Device Enrolment Service (NDES)  
Organisations will need to set-up an NDES server. The NDES server acts as a connector, 
allowing certificates to be issued and read, thereby enabling automated certificate 
deployment.  
  

4.2 Prerequisites  

  

• Active Directory Domain: All the servers used for setting up NDES need to be joined to 
the same Active Directory domain.  

• Enterprise Certificate Authority: Enterprise edition of Windows Server 2008 R2 or 
later.   

• A member server: To install NDES and the connectors on. This cannot be installed on 
the Certificate Authority server. This instance of NDES cannot be shared with any other 
MDM. OS required - Windows Server 2012 R2 or later.  

• Azure Application Proxy. This is not required if 443 traffic from the internet 
into the corporate network is allowed. If required, it can be installed on the same domain 
member server that will host NDES.  

• Service accounts: One on-premises and one for Azure.   

• Cloud-based: Azure AD user account with Intune administrator permissions and 
assigned a valid Intune licence.  

• On-premises: Domain user account.  

• Firewall: Port 443 will need to allow incoming connections from the Internet if not using 
an application Proxy.  

• Exported Trusted Root CA Certificate  
 
 

4.3 Create the Certificate Template for NDES  

  
NDES needs a certificate template to use when requesting a certificate from the CA, on 
behalf of your Intune managed devices.   
 
1. Open the Certification Authority console on the CA Server. Right-click Certificate 

Templates and select Manage.   
 

https://accentureplc.service-now.com/clientportal/login_with_sso.do?glide_sso_id=1a86ce8a1b1eab440bcc311d1e4bcbcc
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2. Right-click the Computer (or User) certificate template and select Duplicate 
Template. On the General tab, type a name for the Template and ensure Publish 
certificate in Active Directory is not selected.  
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3. On the Request Handling tab, configure the new certificate with the configuration below, 

leaving everything else to their default values. Ensure Allow private key to be exported 
is unchecked. It should be unchecked by default.   
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4. On the Extensions tab, select Application Policies and ensure client authentication and 

server authentication are displayed in the description area.   
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5. Next, select Key Usage and click Edit. Ensure Signature is proof of 

origin is not checked. It should be unselected by default.   
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6. On the Security tab, ensure the NDES service account has read, write, and enrol 

permissions for the certificate template.  
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7. On the Subject Name tab, select Supply in the request and then click OK on the 

warning popup when it appears. Click Apply to finish.  
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8. Save the template and then close out of the certificate.   
  
Publish the New Certificate Template  
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1. In the Certificate Authority console, right-click Certificate Templates > New > Certificate 
Template to Issue and select the certificate that was created in the previous 
section. Then click OK.  
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2. Verify that the new template is published (now listed in the console) to complete this 

process. Close out of the Certificate Authority console to finish.  
 
 
 

  
3. Run the following commands from an administrative command prompt on the 

Certification Authority (CA) Server. These changes allow using Intune to set the validity 
period for your certificates to be longer than the defaults.   
 

certutil -setreg Policy\EditFlags +EDITF_ATTRIBUTEENDDATE  

net stop certsvc  

net start certsvc  
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4.4 Install and Configure NDES  
  
This section covers how to install and configure the NDES Server once all prerequisites have 
been completed. Sign into the member server that will host the NDES Connector with an 
account in the Enterprise Admins group. That is required to add the NDES role to the server.  
 

4.5 Add On-premises Service Accounts to IIS 
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To add the NDES Service Account to IIS_IUSRS Group and set the SPN for the account 
in AD type the following from an admin command prompt Type:  
  

net localgroup IIS_IUSRS <domain>\<username> /Add  

setspn -s http/<serverfqdn> <domain>\<service account>  

 
4.5.1.1 Install NDES  

  
1. Open Server Manager. Click Manage and then select Add Roles and Features. Click 

Next >. 
 

 

 

 

  !    

Important Note     
 
At any point during installation, you should select to add additional features for 
the role or feature if you’re prompted to. On the Server roles page, select Active 
Directory Certificate Services. 
  

 

  
2. Click Next to select features. Select these features/sub-features to install: 
 

• .NET Framework 3.5 Features  

o .NET Framework 3.5 (includes .NET 2.0 and 3.0)  
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o HTTP Activation  
• .NET Framework 4.6 (or 4.7) Features  

o .NET Framework 4. 6 (or 4.7)  

o ASP.NET 4.6 6 (or 4.7)  
o WCF Services  

• HTTP Activation  
• TCP Port Sharing  

 

  
3. Click Next and uncheck Certification Authority and select only Network Device 

Enrolment Service. Accept the additional features prompt and then click Next >.    
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4. Scroll down the list to the Management Tools section (indicated in the red box). Select to 

add the following IIS role services and then click Next >:  
 

• Management Tools  
o IIS 6 Management Compatibility  

▪ IIS 6 Metabase Compatibility  
▪ IIS 6 WMI Compatibility  
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5. After this step, click Install.  
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6. When the role and features installation is complete, click More… on the yellow triangle 
alert in the top right corner of the Server Manager. 

 
 

  
 
 
7. Click Configure Active Directory Certificate Services. 
  

  
8. Ensure you’ve entered an account in the Enterprise Admins group on the Credentials 

page of the AD CS Configuration wizard and click Next >.  
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9. Select Network Device Enrolment Service on the Role Services page and click Next >. 
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10. On the Service Account for NDES page, select the NDES Service on-premises 
service account you created as a prerequisite (see 13.1.1) and input the credentials for 
this account. Click OK.   
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11. Select the Enterprise Certificate Authority that NDES will work with on the CA for 

NDES page and then click Next >.  
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12. Accept the defaults on the RA Information page and then click Next >.  
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13.  Accept the defaults on the Cryptography for NDES page (2048 key lengths). Review 

the settings on the Configuration page and then click Configure.  

  
14. Click Close on the Results page when you get the Configuration succeeded message.  
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15.  Next, restart the NDES Server.  
 
 

4.6 Configure NDES Certificate Template and Registry  

  
1. Open the registry editor (regedit.exe) and go to:    

HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Cryptography\MSCEP.  
 
Modify Each Key in this registry from IPSECIntermediateOffline, instead use the name of 
the certificate you created earlier. IntuneNDES in this example:  
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2. Modify the following registry key accept long URL certificate requests:    
HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\HTTP\Parameters.                                                 
Add the following DWORD value registry keys, both with a decimal value of 65534:  
 

• MaxFieldLength  

• MaxRequestBytes  
 

  
3. Modify the following Registry Keys: 

HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\SecurityProviders\SCHANNEL.  
 
Add these two DWORD value registry keys along with their values:  
 

• SendTrustedIssuerList (with decimal value 0)  

• ClientAuthTrustMode (with decimal value 2)  
 

  
 
 

4.6.1.1 NDES IIS Configuration  

  
1. On the NDES server, open a new Microsoft Management Console and add the 

Certificates snap-in targeting the local computer. Right click Certificates from the 
computer’s personal certificate store and select All Tasks > Request New Certificate.  
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2. Click Next.  
 

  
 
3. Proceed through the certificate enrolment wizard, accepting default values.  
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4. On the Request Certificates page, select Computer. Click Enrol and then Finish.   
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5. Open Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager on the NDES Server. Expand the 

server and then select Application Pools. You should now see an application pool 
named SCEP. 

 
  

  
6. Drill down to the Default Web Site node and select it. The SSL certificate now needs to be 

added. In the Actions pane on the right side, select Bindings and then click Add. 
 
 
7. Select https from the Type drop-down and the server certificate requested from the CA in 

the SSL certificate drop-down list. Click OK and then Close. 
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8. Close IIS manager and use a web browser to check that NDES is responding with the 

following: https://<serverFQDN>/certsrv/mscep/mscep.dll  
 

  

4.7 Install the Intune certificate connector   

 
To connect the certificate connector to Intune once the certificate connector has been 
created on the NDES server, please follow the below steps:  

 
1. From Microsoft Endpoint Manager Admin Centre, browse to the following: Tenant 

Administration > Connectors and Tokens > Certificate Connectors and click Add.   
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2. Click on the Certificate Connector link. The IntuneCertificateConnector.exe will 

download. Accept the end-user agreement.  
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3. Click on the ‘Certificate Connector’ link. The IntuneCertificateConnector.exe will 

download. Accept the end-user agreement.  
 

  

  
 
 
4. When the installation is finished, select Configure Now.  
 

  
 
5. On the Welcome screen, click Next.  
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6. Select SCEP & PKCS options and then click Next. 
 

  
 

7. Select System Account and then click Next. 
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8. Click Next on the Proxy configuration screen. (Configure the proxy details if you are using 

one)  
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9. Ensure that the Prerequisites are all ticked and click Next.  

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
10. Click Sign in at the Azure Sign In screen.  
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10. 

Login to Azure with Administrator Credentials. Click Next when successfully signed in. The 
configuration will continue to completion. Click Exit.  
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11. To check the certificate connector is active in Azure, refresh the Certificate 
Connectors page in Microsoft Endpoint Manager Admin Centre.  
  

   
 

4.8 Installing the Application Proxy 
 

Once the NDES server has been set-up, it needs to be connected to Intune. Please follow 
the steps outlined below to install the Application proxy to allow the SCEP server to assign 
certificates to remote devices. 

 

  !    

Important Note     
 
This is not the only way to connect the NDES server into Intune. There are multiple 
ways to do this and organisations should decide which method will work best for 
them.  
 
Please see below for links to the Microsoft documentation providing further details 
on all methods possible: 
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/protect/certificates-scep-
configure#support-for-ndes-on-the-internet 
  

1. Logon to the Azure Portal, browse to Enterprise Applications > Application Proxy and 
select Download Connector Service. 

  
 

 
 
 

2. Copy the AADApplicationProxyConnectorInstaller.exe to your NDES Server and run 
with Administrator rights.  

 

Tick the check box to Agree to the licence terms. Click Install. 

 

 

3. Logon to Azure with Global Admin Rights.  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/protect/certificates-scep-configure#support-for-ndes-on-the-internet
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/protect/certificates-scep-configure#support-for-ndes-on-the-internet
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4. Once you have authenticated with Azure, the installation should complete successfully. 
Click Close. 
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5. Browse back to Azure Portal > Enterprise Applications > Application Proxy and 
check that the connector is showing as installed and active. 

 

If the message appears that Application proxy is currently disabled for your tenant, click 
Enable Application Proxy and select Yes. 

  

 

6. Once the application Proxy is enabled, click Configure an app. 

Configure your application as shown in the example below using your NDES Internal URL:  

Https://<NDES FQDN>/Certsrv/mscep/mscep.dll/ 

Once the Internal URL is validated, an external URL will be created. Click on the Copy icon 
next to the external URL. Save this as it will be needed when deploying SCEP Certificates.  

 

 

7. Click Add and the application should be created. 
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4.9 Creating and assigning Certificate Profiles 
 

The below section details how to create profiles to allow certificates to be deployed to a 
certain group of users or devices.  

  

4.10 Create and assign a trusted certificate profile  
  
Before deploying SCEP or PKCS certificate profiles, the Trusted certificate profile should be 
deployed to assign devices with a ‘trusted’ certificate. Once devices provide a trusted 
certificate for the organisation, further general or special-purpose profiles can be assigned to 
user or device groups in Intune via the organisation’s connector(s). 
 
1. To configure and deploy a trusted certificate from your organisation, open Endpoint 

Manager admin center and navigate to Devices > Configuration Profiles. 
 

2. Select Create a Profile and select (for example) Windows 10 and later and then from 
the profile type Templates, search Template name to find Trusted Certificate. Click 
Create. 
 

 
 

 
  

 
3. Name your Trusted Certificate profile and click Next. 
  
4. In the Configuration Settings windows, browse to the location of the exported trusted 

certificate .cer file. 
 
5. In the assignments window, Add the Groups, or Add all users or All devices 

depending on how you want to assign the trusted certificate and click Next. 
 
6. In the Applicability Rules add any applicable rules or leave blank for none. 
 
 
7. Click Next and click Create to finish. 
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4.11 Create and Assign a SCEP device certificate profile  
  
Once a Trusted Certificate has been deployed, a specific-purpose device certificate profile 
can be configured to allow users’ devices to acquire certificates from the ‘connected’ issuing 
server, required to access your organisation’s resources (e.g., Wi-Fi). 
  
1. To configure a SCEP certificate profile, Open Endpoint Manager admin Center and 

navigate to Devices > Configuration Profiles. 
 

2. Select Create a Profile and select (for example) Windows 10 and later and then from 
the profile type Templates, search Template name to find SCEP certificate. Click 
Create. 
 

  

 
  
3. Name the SCEP Certificate profile and click Next. 
  
4. Choose Certificate Type; Device and configure as in the example below. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/intune/certificates-scep-configure#create-a-scep-certificate-profile
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5. Scroll down and enter the URL for the SCEP server that was created when setting up the 

Application Proxy. 
 

 
 
6. Click Next. 

 
7. Assign Users and Devices, click Next. 

 
8. Applicability Rules is optional, click Next. 

 
Click Create. 
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5 Windows Infrastructure 

5.1 Overview 
This section reviews the infrastructure of the Windows 10 & 11 offerings. The solution is 

inclusive of two interim Tracks for adopting a ‘Cloud-only’ device identity. 

 

The two tracks shown above are: 

1. Hybrid Track: where the Windows devices joined to both the NHSmail Azure Active 
Directory (AAD) tenant and the organisation’s local Active Directory (AD). 

2. Cloud + SSO Track: where devices exist only in the NHSmail AAD tenant and is 
provisioned by Autopilot, and enhancements are added for on-premise (AD) User 
identity authentication. 

The respective benefits of the solution will be to: 

1) Allow organisations to Hybrid-Join Windows devices to NHS.net Azure 

a. Provide ability to configure management workloads via Intune or on-premise 
AD/SCCM (Co-management) 

b. Provide a pathway for organisations to migrate policy/management workloads 
to Azure 

2) Allow organisations to adopt a cloud-only device with on-premise SSO enhancements 

a. Allow users to log into ‘on-premise’ AD resources and data such as home 
drives and printers 

b. Allow users to access Apps requiring on-premise AD authentication 

 

5.2 Setting up Cloud + SSO & Hybrid Join 

The following sections provide LAs with relevant information on how to onboard to the NHSmail 
EMS Cloud + SSO and Hybrid Infrastructure, including technical step-by-step guidance to 
achieve readiness in both the connectivity and the required pre-requisites. 

 

Hybrid 
Track 

Cloud 
+ SSO 
Track  
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5.2.1 High-Level Overview of Infrastructure 
The EMS Cloud + SSO and Hybrid Infrastructure is based upon the use of synchronisation 
infrastructure that is presented to Local Organisations from the NHS IaaS infrastructure.  The 
purpose of the infrastructure is to synchronise required Cloud + SSO and Hybrid Join attributes 
to support on-premises functions for end-users – namely to improve the user experience of 
users of EMS Intune devices whilst on-premises. 

 

!  

Important Note   

Before embarking on any preparation activities pursuant to achieving the 
objectives of the solution, Organisations must have: 

1 Reviewed the pre-requisite activities and understand any 
dependencies on their local infrastructure  

2 Implemented the pre-requisite activities  

3 Initiated a Cloud + SSO and Hybrid Service Request 
 

 

The solution comprises a distributed architecture that spans the NHSmail Azure tenant, Intune 
Services and the local Organisation’s Networks and Active Directory.  The following diagram 
provides a simplified overview of the key components that are included in the Cloud + SSO 
and Hybrid Infrastructure scope: 

 

Figure 1 Infrastructure Overview 

Local Organisations adopting the infrastructure will prepare connectivity between their Edge 
networks and the NHS Azure IaaS components via a Site-to-Site VPN (discussed later).  A 
‘Provisioning Forest’ in the IaaS will acquire AD attributes via LDAP queries and relay these 
via synchronisation to NHS.net Azure AD. 
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An External Forest Trust (specific authentication) will be provided from the Local 
Organisation’s AD to the IaaS to support delegated access to OUs containing Device and User 
Identity objects. 

 

5.2.2 Cloud + SSO and Hybrid setup pre-requisite activities   
 

!  
Important Note   

Organisations seeking to request Cloud  SSO and Hybrid Infrastructure must 
be currently on-boarded to and utilising the NHSmail EMS Intune service.  See 
section 7.1 for further details. 

 

 

The below process flow outlines the pre-requisite activities to be completed before an 
organisation can raise a Hybrid Setup Service Request. A Service Request needs to be raised 
via the existing NHSmail Intune ServiceNow form: 

 

Local Administrators will be required to confirm the pre-requisite activities have been 
completed before the Service Request can be submitted. The declaration questions are 
below:  

• Has your organisation onboarded to NHSmail Intune?  

• Is TANSync, BDS Solution or Microsoft Identity Manager (MIM) in place at your 
organisation?  

• Is Same Sign On configured at your organisation?   

• Is there a dedicated Domain Controller configured for use as part of the Cloud + SSO 
Track and Hybrid Track setup?  

• Which setup are you planning to implement?  

 

The table below details the technical pre-requisites in more detail.  

 

Owner Pre-requisite Activity Description Impact Actions to take by 
Organizations 

O
rg

an
iz

at
io

n
 

 

Configure / check 
custom identity 
solution  

(i.e., TanSync / MIM / 
BDS)  

There is a 
requirement for a 
custom identity 
solution to 
support user 
provisioning via 

If not enabled prior to the adoption 
of the SyncEngine, synchronization 
of objects and identities to Azure AD 
Nhs.net will not take place. 

There is a dedicated 
team that supports 
Tansync configuration. 
LA’s are responsible to 
engage the support 
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Owner Pre-requisite Activity Description Impact Actions to take by 
Organizations 

 the NHSmail 
Portal and API.  

TANSync is an 
Identity 
Management 
Solution provided 
by NHSmail which 
enables 
organizations to 
synchronize local 
people's identities 
and contacts with 
the NHSmail API. 

team to complete this 
pre-requisite.  

Guidance for Tansync 
and connector can be 
found in Tansync and 
Connectors – NHSmail 
Support  

Other synchronisation 
tools can be used such 
as MIM / BDS. 

Configure / check 
Same Sign On 

Ensure the Same 
Sign On solution is 
enabled for your 
organization to 
provide simple 
password 
management for 
users by ensuring 
the bi-directional 
synchronization of 
passwords 
between NHSmail 
and your 
organizations local 
active directory 

If the Same Sign On solution is not 
configured prior to onboarding, it 
will prevent the:  

• Ability to use the same 
password when accessing 
local workstations, NHSmail 
services, applications using 
NHSmail single sign on and 
Azure Active Directory   

• Application of a 
single Password Policy for 
both NHSmail and Local 
AD   

• Alignment of password 
expiry dates between 
NHSmail and Local AD 

There is a dedicated 
team that supports 
Same Sign On 
configuration. LA’s are 
responsible to engage 
the support team to 
complete this pre-
requisite. 

General Guidance for 
SSO found in the Same 
Sign On Onboarding 
Guide  

Stand up a Dedicated 
AD Domain Controller 
(DC) 

A specific DC is 
required to allow 
Cloud + SSO and 
hybrid operations. 
A server must be 
built with global 
catalogue and 
infrastructure 
master roles in 
readiness for 
connectivity to a 
secure 
edge/VLAN. 

Without the DC pre-provisioned, the 
Setup will be delayed due to 
replication and presentation issues. 
Once the Service Request is raised, 
the DC connectivity steps will be 
shared by the Intune Live Service 
Team. 

Each organisation is 
responsible for 
provisioning a server or 
VM to host the DC 
roles and ensure that 
the DC can replicate 
roles and directory 
functions within the 
organisations 
domain/forest. 

 

Table 1 Cloud + SSO and Hybrid on-boarding Pre-requisites 

 

 

https://support.nhs.net/article-categories/tansync/
https://support.nhs.net/article-categories/tansync/
https://support.nhs.net/article-categories/tansync/
https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/same-sign-on-onboarding-guide/
https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/same-sign-on-onboarding-guide/
https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/same-sign-on-onboarding-guide/
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6 Support model and processes 

The below details the support which will be available to all organisations onboarded onto the 
NHSmail Intune Cloud + SSO and Hybrid Service. The process is an extension of the existing 
support model already in place for organisations onboarded onto the NHSmail Intune Service, 
whereby specific Cloud + SSO and Hybrid incidents / service requests will be added to the 
existing ServiceNow form. 
 
As a reminder, details of the service support, service responsibilities and supporting 
documentation for onboarded (non-hybrid) organisations is detailed in full in the NHSmail 
Intune Terms of Reference (ToR) document which should have been read and agreed to by 
all organisations prior to onboarding.  
 

6.1 Service Requests  
The following Service Request (SR) tickets will be added to the existing ServiceNow form to 
be submitted by LA’s to the Intune Live Service Team:  

• Request for Cloud + SSO Track and Hybrid Join Track 
 

As part of the Request for Cloud + SSO Track and Hybrid Join Track, LA’s will be 
required to declare that they have all the technical pre-requisites in place.  

If an organisation has submitted the SR and it transpires that the pre-requisites are not in 
place, the SR will be closed and the organisation will be directed to the pre-requisite 
guidance material and instructed to re-submit the SR once technically ready. 

 
If the SR ticket falls outside of the areas stated above, LA’s are required to  
select ‘Other’ and fill in the description box with their SR. The Intune Live Service Team will 
update the requestor with the resolution and close the ticket. 
 

6.2 Incidents  

The following Hybrid Incidents will be added to the existing ServiceNow form to be submitted 
by LA’s to the Intune Live Service Team:  

o Cloud + SSO Track and Hybrid Track: VPN Connectivity Issue  
o Cloud + SSO Track and Hybrid Track: Device Failure  
o Cloud + SSO Track and Hybrid Track: Sync Issue  
o Cloud + SSO Track and Hybrid Track: Device Not Removed From Sync  
o Cloud + SSO Track and Hybrid Track: User Not Removed From Sync  
o Cloud + SSO Track and Hybrid Track: Pre-Req Support  

 
The Cloud + SSO Track and Hybrid Track: Pre-Req Support is to be submitted by LA’s 
who have specific queries on pre-requisite activities they believe are not covered in the pre-
requisite guidance material.  

!  
Important Notes 

An organisation can’t onboard to the Hybrid Service without already being 
successfully onboarded to the NHSmail Intune platform. This will be explicitly 
called out in the Request for Cloud + SSO Track and Hybrid Join Track. 

https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/onboarding-information/
https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/onboarding-information/
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If the Incident ticket falls outside of the areas stated above, LA’s are required to select ‘Other’ 
and fill in the description box with their service request. The Intune Live Service Team will 
update the requestor with the resolution and close the ticket. 
 
 

7 Technical Onboarding to Cloud + SSO and Hybrid 
Infrastructure  

7.1 Setup Provisioning Activities 

The below process flow outlines the high-level provisioning activities that must be completed 
after an organisation submits the SR. 

 

Please ensure your organisation has the correct technical resources available to action the 
above activities.   

  
The following sections provide a deep dive into the details of the provisioning activities. 

7.2 Organisation VLAN / Edge network 

Before the SyncEngine can be provisioned for your organisation, connectivity must be 
established from the NHSmail infrastructure to a domain controller on your campus / IaaS 
cloud. 

!  
Important Notes 

Before raising a Cloud + SSO Track and Hybrid Track: Pre-Req Support, 
LAs should ensure that they have referred to this guide to troubleshoot the 
issue/s themselves first. 

!  

Important Notes 

It is expected that there will be Cloud + SSO and Hybrid Incidents that are 
associated to pre-existing Incident categorisations (e.g. Device Enrolment, 
Applications). In this scenario the guidance to LA’s is to explicitly call out in the 
Incident description that it is Cloud + SSO / Hybrid related. 
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To support secure and isolated operations, a dedicated subnet or VLAN should be established 
purely for connectivity to the NHSmail infrastructure.  As part of on-boarding activities, a 
dedicated subnet will be issued to your organisation for this purpose. 

The schematic below outlines the posture for this network that should be set up with local 
networking teams. 

 

Figure 2 Local Organisation Network 

 

 

!  
Important Note   

Whilst the VLAN is isolated to allow external connectivity, routing and ports 
must support the replication of the ‘Edge Domain Controller’ to the 
organisation’s internal Active Directory 

 

To support communications between the ‘Edge’ Domain Controller and the NHsmail 
infrastructure, routing and ports should be allowed to and from this Server (via the local 
organisation connectivity infrastructure) to the ‘SyncEngine’ and Domain Controller.   

7.3 Firewall Configuration 
Both Local Organisation and NHSMail EMS infrastructure firewalls must allow port 
communications as follows: 

 

Service Protocol Port Source Destination 

LDAP TCP 389, 636 192.168.88.132 

192.168.90.132  

192.168.88.133 

192.168.90.133 

Local AD DC IP 

LDAP TCP 389, 636 Local AD DC IP 192.168.88.132 

192.168.90.132  

192.168.88.133 

192.168.90.133 

DNS TCP,UDP 53 192.168.88.132 

192.168.90.132 

Local AD DC IP 
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DNS TCP,UDP 53 Local AD DC IP 192.168.88.132 

192.168.90.132 

LDAP/Global Catalogue TCP 3268, 3269 192.168.88.132 

192.168.90.132  

192.168.88.133 

192.168.90.133 

Local AD DC IP 

LDAP/Global Catalogue TCP 3268, 3269 Local AD DC IP 192.168.88.132 

192.168.90.132  

192.168.88.133 

192.168.90.133 

Kerberos TCP 88 192.168.88.132 

192.168.90.132 

Local AD DC IP 

Kerberos TCP 88 Local AD DC IP 192.168.88.132 

192.168.90.132 

RPC EPM TCP 135 192.168.88.132 

192.168.90.132 

Local AD DC IP 

RPC EPM TCP 135 Local AD DC IP 192.168.88.132 

192.168.90.132 

SMB TCP 445 192.168.88.132 

192.168.90.132 

Local AD DC IP 

SMB TCP 445 Local AD DC IP 192.168.88.132 

192.168.90.132 

High Range RPC TCP 49152 - 65535 192.168.88.132 

192.168.90.132 

Local AD DC IP 

High Range RPC TCP 49152 - 65535 Local AD DC IP 192.168.88.132 

192.168.90.132 
Table 2 Infrastructure Firewall Ports 

7.4 Network Configuration 

The Infrastructure SyncEngine requires connectivity to the NHSmail IaaS via a Site-to-Site 
VPN, which supports network operations for LDAP functions. 

7.4.1.1 IP Addressing for local VLAN 

IP Address space to be defined by the Intune Live Support team. The address space is granted 
via the on-boarding service request and will be derived (via subnets per organisation), for 
example: 

Local Organisation VLAN:  192.168.92.40/29 

 

This currently allows 6 useable hosts per subnet (that will host the DC instance).  Routing and 
firewall ports are required to allow the Domain Controller to fully replicate with internal Domain 
Controllers for the local organisation. 

The Network should provide routing connectivity to the NHS EMS Address space 
(SyncEngine) as follows: 

 

VLAN Routing to 192.168.88.0/24 

 

The Domain Controller within this network should provide DNS resolution for Active directory 
resources that support Intra-Domain communications (see DNS details discussed later). 
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7.4.1.2 Site to Site VPN 

To connect the Local Organisation ‘Edge’ Vnet to NHSMail services, a Site-to-Site (S2S) VPN 
tunnel should be established. 

As part of the on-boarding, the IKE 2.0 Pre-shared Key will be provided via a dedicated bill of 
materials for each local organisation via the service request in the format: 

• S2S VPN Tunnel Endpoint Details 

• S2S VPN Tunnel Pre-shared Key in 7-Zip password-protected format. 

The Tunnel will provide connectivity services between the NHSmail ‘Infraservices’ AD Forest 
and the Local Organisation AD Forest only to support LDAP-based Query calls from the EMS 
‘SyncEngine’ Application and essential ports. 

The following table details typical S2S Tunnel general definitions for connectivity: 

 

Configuration Item Value (s) 

NHSmail Gateway IP (public) 20.117.129.167 

On-premises Address Range 192.168.x.x /29 

Phase 1 Encryption AES-256 (or custom) 

Phase 1 IKE Integrity SHA256 (or custom) 

DH Group 14 (or custom) 

SA Lifetime 27000 

Phase 2 PFS Group None (or custom) 

Pre-shared Key Pre-defined Key available from the NHSmail 
EMS team 

BGP enabled False 

Route definition (Primary) 192.168.88.0 /24 

Table 3 IPSec VPN Tunnel definition 

 

!  
Important Note   

The Local Organisation should configure an IKE 2.0 connection to the above IP 
with a 32-character PSK (supplied as a distinct key for each organisation when 
on-boarding). 

 

The NHSmail EMS team will work with the Local Organisation to validate the connectivity as 
part of the On-boarding process. 
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7.5 Domain Controllers 
A Domain Controller should be set up in the ‘Edge’ VLAN that is a DC role within the Local 
Organisation that is targeted for Cloud + SSO and Hybrid functionality.   

 

7.5.1.1 Global Catalog & PDC Emulator 

The Domain Controller set up in the isolated VLAN should host the Global Catalog role (but 
not exclusively within the FSMO roles) to allow required access to domain objects and retain 
a consistent replication set for the Sync. 

The designated Domain Controller should have full AD communications available with the 
Local Organisation Forest PDC Emulator. 

Local Organization DNS should resolve the Cloud + SSO and Hybrid Infrastructure AD 
Domain and hosts, with the configuration details that follow. 

 

7.5.1.2 DNS configuration 

DNS to be set up in Local Org AD to resolve and route local subnet traffic for the following 
AD domain: 

 

• DNS Name: ‘infraservices.net’ 

• NetBIOS Name:  INFRASERVICES 

• HOST IP Addresses:   

Azure Region IP Address NHSmail Domain DQDN 

South 192.168.88.132 ems-infra-ad01.infraservices.net 

South 192.168.88.133 ems-infra-se01.infraservices.net 

Table 4 DNS endpoints 

Local Organisations will need to provide DNS details for the NHSmail Cloud + SSO and Hybrid 
services to resolve their respective AD and ‘Edge’ Domain Controller.  Wherever possible, the 
service will refer DNS queries via DNS forwarding for the provided Local Organisation name 
server. 

Local Organisations will host the DNS Server role on the ‘Edge’ Domain Controller and 
configure a delegation to ‘infraservices.net’ as follows: 

1. Open DNS Server manager 

2. Add a Conditional Forwarder with the following configuration: 
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3. Select the ‘Store this conditional Forwarder in Active Directory’ option to allow the 
forwarder configuration to replicate to other domain controllers if remotely 
administering the DC. 

 

7.6 Forest External Trust & Delegation 

Once Local Organisation Domain Connectivity and NHSMail IP Connectivity and DNS has 
been established, an external (specific authentication) AD forest trust should be established 
with the NHSmail Infraservices Forest: 

• Type of Trust – External, non-transitive 

• Authentication – Selective 

Prior to configuring this step, DNS resolution of the Infraservices.net domain will be required 
and validated from and to the Local Organisation Domain Controller. 

The External Trust requires setup in both directions from both the Local Organisation’s Domain 
AND the NHSmail Active Directory (infraservices.net).  The following steps detail the steps 
required to establish the Local Organisation’s side’ of the External Trust: 

1. Start AD Domains and Trusts on the Local Org Domain Controller 

2. Right click the key domain and select properties, select the middle tab ‘Trusts’ 

 

Figure 3 Creating a Trust 
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Continue through the UI, selecting the following options: 

3. On the Trusts tab, click New Trust, and then click Next. 

4. On the Trust Name page, type the Domain Name System (DNS) name (or NetBIOS 
name) of the domain ‘infraservices.net’ then click Next. 

5. On the Trust Type page, click External trust, and then click Next. 

6. On the Direction of Trust page, click One-way: outgoing, and then click Next. 

7. On the Sides of Trust page, click This domain only, and then click Next. 

8. On the Outgoing Trust Authentication Level page, select: 

• Selective authentication and then click Next 

9. On the Trust Password page, type the trust password twice: 

• (The password will be provided via the Org on-boarding Manifest) and then 
click Next. 

10. On the Trust Selections Complete page, review the results, and then click Next. 

11. On the Trust Creation Complete page, review the results, and then click Next. 

12. On the Confirm Outgoing Trust page: 

• click No, do not confirm the outgoing trust (the trust will be confirmed after the 
infraservices-side trust is in place) 

13. On the Completing the New Trust Wizard page, click Finish. 

 

The NHSmail EMS team will then prepare the ‘internal’ side of the trust and inform the Local 
Organisation when this is completed for Domain Trust validation. 

The Password for the Domain Trust will be provided via a dedicated bill of materials for each 
local organisation via the service request. 

 

7.7 Service Account OU Delegation 
 

!  

Important Note   

Before proceeding with OU configuration, local organisations must define the 
OUs required and notify the EMS Run team so that the required SyncEngine 
Configuration can be applied.  Organisations may further change the OU 
configuration via a service request. 

 

Before the SyncEngine can begin operations, the target OUs must be prepared with 
delegations for a service account from the ‘INFRASERVICES’ domain in the NHSmail 
Infrastructure.  Delegations will be configured to allow the SyncEngine Application to read 
objects in the following OUs: 
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1) Example Local Organisation TANSync/BDS OU: 

 

Figure 4 TanSync OU 

The TANSync OU (or subordinate) is selected for sync operations to ensure that Local 
Organisation User Identities (local and NHS.net) are properly synchronised.  Organisations 
wishing to support alternative User OUs should consult with the NHS TANSync Support team 
to identify any options available for this. 

 

2) Example Local Organisation Hybrid-Joined Device OU: 

 

Figure 5 Win10 Hybrid OU 

The EMS Intune Run team will provide this configuration as part of a service request since it 
requires administrative rights to the ‘infraservices.net’ domain. Note that the existing OU 
structure for organisations may need to be incorporated/adapted with a custom OU. 

In order to read user and device objects and attributes from the Local Organisation Active 
Directory, the following delegations will be configured: 

 

OU Type OU Name Service Account Delegation rights on OU 

Devices HybridComputers / child OU / 
other custom 

INFRASERVICES\svc-sync-
eng 

READ 
Computer Objects 

Users TANSyncUsers / child OU / other 
custom 

INFRASERVICES\svc-sync-
eng 

READ 
User Objects 
This object and all child objects 

Table 5 Hybrid Service Account AD Delegations 

To configure delegations for the SyncEngine account, open AD Users and Computers, select 
the required OU and start the Delegation Wizard to configure the permissions on the required 
containers as shows above. 
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7.8 Readiness for SyncEngine Operations 
Before Configuring SyncEngine Connectivity, local organisations need to prepare for User and 
Device Identity Placement to enable full operations: 

7.9 Hybrid-Join Device Preparation 
For the Organisational Unit that will be utilised for Hybrid-join devices, a new group policy 
should be created to apply the following registry settings to devices in scope.  This is to ensure 
that the device does not attempt to process a Hybrid Join with any existing Local Organisations 
Azure Instance or if these SCP details are not present. 

 

Key Path Key Name Value Type Value 

SOFTWARE\Microsoft 

\Windows\CurrentVersion\CDJ\AAD 

TenantID REG_SZ 37c354b2-85b0-47f5-b222-07b48d774ee3 

SOFTWARE\Microsoft 

\Windows\CurrentVersion\CDJ\AAD 

TenantName REG_SZ NHS.net 

 

Organisations should ensure that these values are enforced for devices that are within Hybrid 
Infrastructure scope, accounting for: 

• Linked Group Policies 

• Group Policy enforcement 

• Local or Group Policy over-rides 

The OU in which target-hybrid-join devices are placed should be configured with an Active 
Directory Group Policy that enables Hybrid Join, for example: 

 

 

 

Once the device is located in the Hybrid Devices OU (designate), the SyncEngine will begin 
synchronising attributes that create the hybrid join. 
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!  
Important Note   

Users and devices MUST be in a single OU (respectively).  Child OUs for 
device OR user scope is not yet supported for SyncEngine Operations. 

 

For existing AD devices, the hybrid-join process should complete within 1-3 hours 

For new AD devices that require a computer certificate to be generated anew, the process may 
take longer 

Once the attribute and certificate sync process complete, the device will be provided with a 
Primary Refresh Token (PRT) that provides the payload to complete the hybrid join process. 

 

7.9.1.1 To validate a Device with Hybrid Join 

 

1. Logon to Windows 10 Device with Azure Active Directory Account 

2. Open Command Prompt. Start > Run > cmd <Enter> 

3. Type Command: dsregcmd /status <Enter> 

4. To validate that the Device Is Hybrid joined the highlighted options below should set to 
“YES”. 

 

 

For troubleshooting the Device Hybrid Join process, initiate an incident with the NHSmail EMS 
run team. 

 

7.10 User Account preparation 
Users to be targeted by the Hybrid SyncEngine should be placed in the TANSyncUsers OU 
only (or an equivalent single OU with NHS Portal Identity Sync, e.g. BDS) 

No specific Group Policy configuration is required to enable the users for Hybrid Operations 

To remove users from Hybrid SyncEngine scope, users should be removed from the same OU 
into the parent (TANSync OU or elsewhere) as required.   

The SyncEngine will revert values for the user’s ‘sync’ attributes to null.  The net effect of this 
will be to remove the hybrid attribute values from the user, meaning that they will have only 
key Azure AD attributes remaining to perform Cloud device functions. 
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!  
Important Note   

Users and devices MUST be in a single OU (respectively).  Child OUs for 
device OR user scope is not yet supported for SyncEngine Operations. 

 

7.11 Azure AD joined devices 

Detailed information can be found the NHSmail Intune Hybrid Early Adopter guide.  

https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/guidance-material/
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8 Device and App Management 

Devices provisioned for test should, wherever possible, use either Intune Autopilot deployment 
(for AAD-joined devices) or for HAAD-joined devices, the Local Organisation’s existing on-
premises device management solution. 

When an Organisation has adopted (or plans to adopt) MEMCM, then this solution can be 
integrated with the Cloud + SSO and Hybrid Infrastructure solution to provide ‘co-management’ 
of devices and the opportunity to move such workloads to Intune as a ‘cloud first’ pathway. 

The following sections assume that MEMCM can be leveraged for this purpose. 

 

!  

Important Note   

For Windows 10 Autopilot enrolment in Intune, please refer to the Operations 
Guidance in the NHS Portal. 

  

 

8.1 Microsoft Endpoint Manager Configuration 
Microsoft Endpoint Configuration Manager is an on-premises management solution to manage 
desktops, servers, and laptops that are on your network or internet-based. You can cloud-
enable it to integrate with Intune, Azure Active Directory, and other cloud services. 

8.2 Cloud Management Gateway overview 
Some local organisations will have adopted on-premises Microsoft Endpoint Configuration 
Manager (MECM, also known as ‘SCCM’).  Typical deployments of on-premises MDMs will 
manage Windows 10 devices that have a presence on-premises or remotely via VPN or as 
‘Internet’ MECM clients via a ‘Cloud Management Gateway’(CMG). 

This section of the guide assumes that the local organisation has already adopted (or plans to 
adopt) MECM.  If other non-MECM on-premises EMS solutions are in place, then this ‘Co-
management’ option is unfortunately not available. 

Co-management refers to the joint management of disparate configuration via MECM and 
Intune in tandem.  This section will outline the steps to adopt co-management with the NHSmail 
Intune tenant AND an organisation’s on-premises MECM ‘Site’ 

 

https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/guidance-material/
https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/guidance-material/
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Local Organisations can use a Cloud connection 
point to the NHSmail Azure/Intune Tenant

If a CMG is already in place for an organisation, it 
can remain in place as a client connection point 
for the Site and the CMG registered with NHSmail

Organisations without a Cloud connection point 
can register a Service Conection Point with the 
NHSmail tenant or create a new instance

Local Organisation MEMCM  Site 

Microsoft
 Azure

NHS Central
Microsoft Intune

MEMCM Site

Remote Client

Co-management

TRUST 
ON-PREMISES

Service Connection
Point

On-premises device

Local LAN/WifiTrust AD

MEMCM Client
Site Comms

MEMCM Client
Site Comms

Co-management

Existing Trust Tenant

Microsoft
 Azure

ConfigMgr 
Cloud

Service Reg

Trust MEMC
CMG Config

MEMCM Cloud 
connection

NHSmail AzureTenant

Internet

 

Figure 6 MECM Co-management Overview 

 

Local organisations might elect to adopt co-management with the NHSmail Intune tenant to 
allow LAs to configure some features or restrictions for Windows 10 devices, whist leaving 
other configurations and deployments with the Local Organisation MECM. 

To set up a Cloud Management Gateway for a Local Organisation, the following steps provide 
a summary of activities required by the local organisation: 

1. Check (if exists) the Cloud services (Azure) for the Local Organisation MEMC 
implementation 

2. Create a new application in the Azure Configuration with the NHS EMS Tenant Identity 

3. Check that the SCP is updated 

4. Check any existing Co-management configuration for the local organisation.  If this is 
the first setup, follow the below procedure points 

a. Enable Co-management as per the Local Administrator’s guide 

b. Validate site components and test-manage an on-premises client 

5. Select the collections for target co-management 

6. Check that a client can be installed with the corresponding CMG string as an internet 
client 

7. Check client connectivity and Agent services 

 

!  
Important Note   

A detailed guide to setting up co-management is available in the Operations 
Guide for Local Administrators and Onboarding Managers, Co-management 
section.   

https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/guidance-material/
https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/guidance-material/
https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/guidance-material/
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!  

Important Note   

Local Organisations need to carefully consider the arrangement of Intune-
MECM co-managed devices alongside their existing Collection structures.  
Only one collection can be provided for a co-management workload, so Local 
Organisations may need to consider includes and excludes for hybrid-
managed devices. 

 

8.3 MECM Client configuration 

Once the Organisation has adopted a Cloud Management gateway, that configuration can be 
leveraged to install clients on AAD-Joined or HAAD-Joined devices.  Alternatively, Local 
Organisations can additionally adopt ‘Co-management’ and utilise Intune to deploy the MECM 
client instead. 

8.4 AAD-Joined Device MECM client installation 

Since AAD-Joined devices are provisioned via Autopilot, Local Organisations are advised to 
deploy the MECM client via Intune directly and to ensure that the client is able to register with 
and join the MECM site via the Internet and CMG.  See the following sections for guidance. 

8.5 Hybrid-Joined Device MECM client installation 
Deploying the MECM client to Hybrid-joined devices that are currently AD-Joined only should 
not require any additional configuration for the device.  The Local Organisation can simply 
arrange clients into existing collections and target the client, apps, and configuration as before. 

By deploying these clients with a CMG in place will ensure that the client is able to connect via 
the Internet to the MECM site and receive configuration as an ‘Internet Client’. 

The following links provide guidance for installing MECM client via a CMG in both on-premises 
and remote scenarios: 

Configure clients for cloud management gateway. 

For detailed client installation options (ccmsetup.exe), refer to the following reference for more 
information: 

Client installation parameters and properties in Configuration Manager 

 

8.6 Client settings 
For clients to continue to connect to the MECM site via the Internet, they must receive client 
settings to enable these functions.  To enable Client communications to the Cloud 
Management Gateway, follow the steps below: 

1. Open the MECM Console > Administration Node > Client Settings  

2. Select the Client settings (Named or default) that will apply to your devices: 

3. Select ‘Cloud Services’ > ‘Enable clients to use a cloud management gateway’: 

 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/configmgr/core/clients/manage/cmg/configure-clients
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/configmgr/core/clients/deploy/about-client-installation-properties
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Figure 7 Client Settings for Cloud Management Gateway 

 

To enable clients for deployment of MECM apps from the internet and receive policy: 

1. Open the MECM Console > Administration Node > Client Settings  

2. Select the Client settings (Named or default) that will apply to your devices: 

3. Select ‘Cloud Services’ > ‘Enable user policy requests from internet clients: 

 

 

Figure 8 Client Settings for Internet Client 

Once settings have been applied, they can be deployed as normal to the target ‘Hybrid’ clients 
with the MECM client installed. 

 

8.7 Co-management 
Both AAD-Joined and Hybrid-Joined devices can be co-managed with Intune and SCCM.  An 
overview is provided here, however LAs should refer to details in Section 4, Co-management 
section for detailed setup instructions. 

As a recap, Co-management enables Local Organisations to deploy workloads either in Intune, 
MECM, or a combination of both.  Both Hybrid-joined and AAD-joined devices can be managed 
in this way.  To view Co-management options for your organisation: 
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Navigate to the MECM Console > Assets and Compliance > Co-management 

 

 

Figure 9 Co-management Overview 

Workloads can be adjusted between Intune and MECM to suit a Local Organisation’s specific 
requirements.  Using a ‘Pilot Intune’ Setting allows a select set of devices to be managed in 
Intune, instead of all devices at once. 

 

!  

Important Note   

Setting up Co-management (sometimes referred to as ‘cloud attach’) does not 
require a CMG to be in place.  The CMG allows the MECM client to contact the 
on-premises site, whereas Co-management distributes workloads between 
Intune and MECM 

 

8.8 MECM Discovery considerations 
 

With a typical implementation of the CMG and cloud management, an organisation would 
expect to be able to enable the following discoveries for their MECM site: 

• Azure AD User discovery 

• Azure AD User Group Discovery 

These discoveries support MECM site device management and app targeting and provide a 
basis for grouping users into collections based on groups. 

 

!  
Important Note   
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The EMS ‘SyncEngine’ provides synchronisation of device and user attributes, 
but it does not provide the AD User and Group Discovery methods mentioned 
above.  As such, organisations will need to adopt the Heartbeat Discovery 
method to add AAD-Joined devices to the MECM site (enabled by default) 
 

 

Device and User collections should be defined using MECM guids or other user/device 
MECM attributes to define collections (or those collections linked or subordinate to existing 
parent collections). 

Since heartbeat collections are based on the AAD-Joined device ‘checking in’ to MECM via 
the CMG, Local Organisations should take account of this in Site Maintenance settings for 
the MECM Site. 

 

8.9 Microsoft Intune 
Intune is the cloud-based mobile device management (MDM) and mobile application 
management (MAM) provider for apps and devices. It allows IT admin control features and 
settings on Android, Android Enterprise, iOS/iPadOS, macOS, and Windows 10 devices. It 
integrates with other services, including Azure Active Directory (AD), mobile threat defence, 
ADMX templates, Win32 and custom LOB apps, and more. 

8.10 Device Management 

Windows 10 Azure-AD Joined devices can be enrolled in Intune via Windows Autopilot. This 
includes those scoped for the ‘Hybrid Infrastructure’ option that includes User Attribute Sync 
(AAD+SSO type device). 

Windows Autopilot sets up and pre-configures new devices, getting them ready for use. It's 
designed to simplify the lifecycle of Windows devices, for both IT and end users, from initial 
deployment through end of life. 

LA’s can use Autopilot to preconfigure devices, and automatically enrol devices in Intune.  

For more information regarding Intune and Autopilot, please refer to the Operations Guide for 
Local Administrators and Onboarding Managers. There is a section that describe the step by 
step Windows 10 Device enrolment.  

8.11 Managing Apps with Intune 

You can add an app in Microsoft Intune by selecting Apps > All apps > Add. The Select app 
type pane is displayed and allows you to select the App type.  The next sections will describe 
in detail how to deploy Apps in Intune. 

Note that MSI installers are relatively straightforward to deploy via Intune with transforms and 
options preserved in the deployment package. 

Compound installers that reference external packages and require a script wrapper may 
require transforms, embedded logic, or further scripting to deploy. 

 

  

https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/guidance-material/
https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/guidance-material/
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8.11.1.1 Windows LOB Apps 

 

A line-of-business (LOB) app is added from a traditional app installation file.  The following 
steps provide guidance to help you add a Windows LOB app to Microsoft Intune. 

Please see the steps to deploy LOB apps below: 

 

1. Sign in to the Microsoft Endpoint Manager admin center. 

2. Select Apps > Windows under “By Platform” category > Add. 

3. In the Select app type pane, under the “Other” app types, select Line-of-business app. 

4. Click Select.  

5. Click on Select app package file 

6. In the App package file pane, select the browse button. Then, select a Windows 

installation file with the extension .msi, .appx, or .appxbundle.  

  

Recommendation / Recommended Use   

Please refer to MSIX App Distribution Documentation for more detailed 
information. 

 

7. Select OK on the App package file pane to add the app 

8. Set App information. Depending on the app, some values might be automatically filled 
in. More details be can here. 

9. Click Next to display the Scope tags page. Your Organization Scope Tags is 
automatically pre-populated. 

10. Select the Required, Available for enrolled devices, or Uninstall group assignments for 
the app.  

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2109431
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/msix/desktop/managing-your-msix-deployment-enterprise
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/apps/lob-apps-windows#set-app-information
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Figure 10 Assignment View in Intune 

11. Click Next to display the Review + create page. 

 

8.11.1.2 Win32 app management in Microsoft Intune 

This app management capability supports both 32-bit and 64-bit operating system architecture 
for Windows applications. 

 

!  

Important Note   

When deploying Win32 apps, consider using the Intune Management 
Extension approach exclusively, particularly when having multiple-file Win32 
app installer. If you mix the installation of Win32 apps and line-of-business apps 
during Autopilot enrolment, the app installation might fail. The Intune 
management extension is installed automatically when a PowerShell 
script or Win32 app is assigned to the user or device. 

 
 

 

To use Win32 app management, the following criteria should be met: 

1. Use Windows 10 version 1607 or later (Enterprise or Pro). 

2. Devices must be enrolled in Intune and either: 

• Azure AD joined 

• Hybrid Azure AD joined 

3. Windows application size must not be greater than 8 GB per app. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/apps/intune-management-extension
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/apps/intune-management-extension
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4. Prepare the app by using the Microsoft Win32 Content Prep Tool. The tool converts 

application installation files into the ‘.intunewin’ format. For more information and steps, 

see Prepare Win32 app content for upload. 

Once the app has been prepared by using the Microsoft Win32 Content Prep Tool, the app 
can be added into Intune and tested for deployment. 

 

Adding a Win32 app to Intune 

The following steps help you add a Windows app to Intune: 

1. Sign in to the Microsoft Endpoint Manager admin center. 

2. Select Apps > All apps > Add. 

3. On the Select app type pane, under the other app types, select Windows app 
(Win32). 

! 
 

Important Note  

Be sure to use the latest version of the Microsoft Win32 Content Prep Tool. If 
you don't use the latest version, you'll see a warning that says the app was 
packaged using an older version of the tool. 
 

 

4. Click Select. The Add app steps appear. 

5. On the Add app pane, click Select app package file. 

6. On the App package file pane, select the browse button. Then, select a Windows 
installation file with the extension .intunewin. The app details appear. 

7. When you're finished, select OK on the App package file pane. 

8. On the App information page, add the details for your app. Depending on the app 

that you chose, some of the values on this page might be automatically filled in. 

9. On the Program page, configure the app installation and removal commands for the 
app: 

a. Install command: Add the complete installation command line to install the app. 

b. For example, if your app's file name is MyApp123, add the following: 

msiexec /p "MyApp123.msp" 

c. If the application is ApplicationName.exe, the command would be the 
application name followed by the command arguments (switches) that the 
package supports. For example: ApplicationName.exe /quiet 

d. For the specific arguments that the application package supports, contact your 
application vendor. 

!  
Important Note   

https://github.com/Microsoft/Microsoft-Win32-Content-Prep-Tool
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/apps/apps-win32-prepare
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2109431
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Admins must be careful when they use the command tools. Unexpected or 
harmful commands might be passed via the Install command and Uninstall 
command fields    

 

e. Uninstall command: Add the complete command line to uninstall the app based 
on the app's GUID. For example: msiexec /x "{12345A67-89B0-1234-5678-
000001000000}" 

f. Install behaviour: Set the install behaviour to either System or User. 

!  

Important Note   

• You can configure a Win32 app to be installed 
in User or System context. User context refers to only a particular 
user. System context refers to all users of a Windows 10 device. 

• Users are not required to be logged in on the device to install Win32 apps. 

• The Win32 app installation and uninstallation will happen under admin privilege 
(by default) when the app is set to install in user context and the user on the 
device has admin privileges. 

 
 

g. Device restart behaviour: Select one of the following options: 

• Determine behaviour based on return codes: Choose this option to 
restart the device based on the return codes. 

• No specific action: Choose this option to suppress device restarts during 
the app installation of MSI-based apps. 

• App install may force a device restart: Choose this option to allow the 
app installation to finish without suppressing restarts. 

• Intune will force a mandatory device restart: Choose this option to 
always restart the device after a successful app installation. 

 

Figure 11 Win32 Settings 

h. Specify return codes to indicate post-installation behaviour: Add the return 

codes that are used to specify either app installation retry behaviour or post-
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installation behaviour. Return code entries are added by default during app 

creation. However, you can add more return codes or change existing return codes. 

 

Figure 12 Return Code Settings 

i. Select Next to display the Requirements page. 

 

10. On the Requirements page, specify the requirements that devices must meet before the 
app is installed: 

• Operating system architecture: Choose the architectures needed to install the app. 

• Minimum operating system: Select the minimum operating system needed to install 
the app. 

• Disk space required (MB): Optionally, add the free disk space needed on the system 
drive to install the app. 

• Physical memory required (MB): Optionally, add the physical memory (RAM) required 
to install the app. 

• Minimum number of logical processors required: Optionally, add the minimum number 
of logical processors required to install the app. 

• Minimum CPU speed required (MHz): Optionally, add the minimum CPU speed 
required to install the app. 

 

Figure 13 Win32 Device Requirements 

• Configure additional requirement rules: Please find more details on the rules here. 

10.  On the Detection rules pane, configure the rules to detect the presence of the app.  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/apps/apps-win32-add#step-3-requirements
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a. Rules format: Select how the presence of the app will be detected. You can 

choose to either manually configure the detection rules or use a custom script 

to detect the presence of the app. There are 2 options: 

i. Manually configure detection rules 

ii. Use a custom detection script 

 

Figure 14 Win32 App Rules 

For more detail information, please refer to the detection rules in the Microsoft Documentation 

11.  Configuring Dependencies for the App. App dependencies are applications that must 

be installed before your Win32 app can be installed. You can add Win32 app 

dependencies only after your Win32 app has been added and uploaded to Intune. After 

your Win32 app has been added, you'll see the Dependencies option on the pane for 

your Win32 app. Please refer to Dependencies in the Microsoft Documentation. 

12. Configuring Supersedence for the App. When you supersede an application, you can 

specify which app will be updated or replaced. To add apps that the current app will 

supersede: 

a. In the Supersedence step, click Add to choose apps that should be superseded.  

!  
Important Note   

There can be a maximum of 10 nodes in a supersedence relationship in 
Intune. 

b. Find and click the apps to apply the supersedence relationship in the Add 

Apps pane. Click Select to add the apps to your supersedence list. 

c. In the list of superseded apps, modify the Uninstall previous version option for 

each selected app to specify whether an uninstall command will be sent by Intune 

to each selected app.  

d. Once this step is finalized, click Next.  

For additional information see Add Win32 app supersedence 

13. Enter the group assignment for the app. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/apps/apps-win32-add#step-4-detection-rules
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/apps/apps-win32-add#step-5-dependencies
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/apps/apps-win32-supersedence
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!  
Important Note   

For the scenario when a Win32 app is deployed and assigned based on user targeting, 
if the Win32 app requires device admin privileges or any other permissions that the 
standard user of the device does not have, the app will fail to install. 

14. Review and Create 

8.11.1.3 Web Link Apps 

Intune supports Web Apps where a URL is published to provide access via a Browser. 
Before managing and assigning the App to the users, LA’s must add the app to Intune. A 
shortcut to the web app is place on the start menu. 

To add a web app to Intune, follow the steps below: 

1. Sign in to the Microsoft Endpoint Manager admin center. 

2. Select Apps > All apps > Add. 

3. In the Select app type pane, under the available other types, select Web link. 

4. Click Select. The Add app steps are displayed. 

5. On the App information page, add the relevant information as example below: 

 

Figure 15 Web Link Settings 

!  
Important Note   

Changing the name of the App from Intune after being deployed and installed will 
caused the app no to be target using commands. 

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2109431
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6. Click Next to display the Scope tags page. Select Scope Tags 

7. Click Next to display the Assignments page. Select the group assignments for the 

app. 

8. Click Next to display the Review + create page. 

 

Figure 16 Web Link Assignments View 

 

8.11.1.4 Deploying Microsoft 365 Apps from Intune 

 

Microsoft 365 apps for Windows 10 devices is one of options available from Intune. By 
selecting this option, Local Admins can deploy Microsoft 365 apps to devices that run Windows 
10. The available Microsoft 365 apps are displayed as a single entry in the list of apps in the 
Intune console within Azure. 

 

Figure 17 Microsoft 365 Apps App Type 
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!  
Important Note   

Microsoft Office 365 ProPlus has been renamed to Microsoft 365 Apps for enterprise. 

 

 

!  

Important Note   

You must use Microsoft 365 Apps licenses to activate Microsoft 365 Apps deployed 
through Microsoft Intune. Microsoft 365 Apps for business edition is supported by 
Intune, however you must configure the app suite of the Microsoft 365 Apps for 
business edition using XML data. For more information, see Configure app suite using 
XML data. 

 

8.11.1.5 Adding Microsoft 365 Apps 

 

1. Sign in to the Microsoft Endpoint Manager admin center. 

2. Select Apps > Windows > Add. 

3. Under Microsoft 365 App, select Windows 10 and later 

4. Click Select. The Add Microsoft 365 Apps steps are displayed. 

 

 

Figure 18 M365 Apps suite information 

5. Configure App Suite information. There are two options for configuration settings: 

a. Configuration designer 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/apps/apps-add-office365#step-2---option-2-configure-app-suite-using-xml-data
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/apps/apps-add-office365#step-2---option-2-configure-app-suite-using-xml-data
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2109431
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b. XML data 

8.11.1.6 Using the configuration designer 

When you choose Configuration designer the Add app pane will change to offer three 
additional settings areas: 

• Configure app suite 

• App suite information 

• Properties 

 

 

Figure 19 M365 Apps Properties 

 

The option on this page is the following: 

 

• Select Office apps: Select the standard Office apps that you want to assign to 
devices by choosing the apps in the dropdown list. 

• Select other Office apps: If you own licenses for these additional Office apps you 
can also assign them with Intune. 

• Architecture: Choose whether you want to assign the 32-bit or 64-bit version of 
Microsoft 365 Apps.  
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• Update Channel: Choose how Office is updated on devices. Choose from: 

o Monthly 

o Monthly (Targeted) 

o Semi-Annual 

o Semi-Annual (Targeted) 

Please refer to Overview of update channels for Microsoft 365 Apps - Deploy Office | 
Microsoft Docs for more details. 

• Remove other versions: Select Yes to remove other versions of Office (MSI) from user 

devices. The installation won't succeed if there are pre-existing .MSI apps on end-user 

devices. 

• Version to install: Select the version of Office that should be installed.  

• Specific version: If you have chosen Specific as the Version to install in the above 
setting, you can select to install a specific version of Office for the selected channel on 
end user devices. 

• Use shared computer activation: Shared computer activation lets you deploy 
Microsoft 365 Apps to computers that are used by multiple users. 

• Accept the Microsoft Software License Terms on behalf of users: Select this option 
if you don't require end users to accept the license agreement. Intune then automatically 
accepts the agreement. 

• Install background service for Microsoft Search in Bing: Installs a background 
service that helps determine whether a Microsoft Search in Bing extension for Google 
Chrome is installed on the device. 

• Languages: By default, Intune will install Office with the default language of the 
operating system. Choose any additional languages that you want to install. 

 

8.11.1.7 Using XML Data 

 

If you select the Enter XML data option under the setting format dropdown box on 
the Configure app suite page, you can configure the Office app suite using a custom 
configuration file. 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/overview-update-channels
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/overview-update-channels
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Figure 20 M365 Apps XML Configuration File 

Please refer to the Office deployment tool for detailed information. 

 

6. Click Next to get to Scope Tags. Select Scope Tags for the Office suite. 

7. Click Next to go to Assignment’s page. Select the Required, Available for enrolled 
devices, or Uninstall group assignments for the app suite.  

!  

Important Note   

The installation will be in silent mode if the assignment of Microsoft 365 is 
configured as required. If the assignment is configured as Available, the Office 
applications will appear in the Company Portal application so that end-users can 
trigger the installation manually. 

 
8. Click Next to get the Review + create page. Select Create to add the app in Intune. 

  

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/deployoffice/office-deployment-tool-configuration-options
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9 Off-boarding 

Organizations have the option to Offboard from the NHSMail Tenant if they want not to 
continue consuming the services. 

For the general offboarding process from Intune, please refer to the Operations Guide for 
Local Administrators and Onboarding Managers, Offboarding Process. 

 

9.1  Off-boarding from the EMS Cloud + SSO and Hybrid 
Infrastructure 

From a fully configured Cloud + SSO and/or Hybrid configuration, a local organisation should 
undertake a series of activities in collaboration with the NHSmail teams.  A general service 
request should be raised to initiate this process. 

 

9.2  Removing Users from Hybrid Sync 
When users are removed from user synchronisation scope (OU), the custom user attributes 
created by the SyncEngine will be disposed of in Azure AD and the user will then revert to a 
regular nhs.net identity 

To remove users from SyncEngine scope, move the user identity object out of the AD OU 
that is targeted for sync. 

9.3 Removing Devices from targeted Hybrid Join 
Removing devices from ‘Hybrid Join’ sync is achieved by moving the device out of the 
‘Hybrid Computers’ OU and into other existing Active Directory OUs.   

Doing so does not remove the devices from a Hybrid-join configuration with NHSmail Azure – 
further action is required to revert the device to AD-joined only: 

1) Remove Automatic registration for the target device: 

a. Apply / un-link existing Group Policy that is applying enforced registration, or 

b. As a Local device admin, disable the Scheduled task: 

Task Scheduler > Microsoft > Windows > Workplace Join > 
Automatic-Device-Join 

2) As local Administrator (or as a scripted task) remove the device from active Hybrid 
Join, open a command prompt and run: 

dsregcmd.exe /debug /leave 

 

3) To validate that the device has been removed from Hybrid Join, run: 

dsregcmd.exe /status 

The Status will show as joined to on-premises AD only: 

https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/guidance-material/
https://support.nhs.net/knowledge-base/guidance-material/
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9.4  Removing Delegations from User and Device OUs 
Revert OU delegations to pre-hybrid configuration.  In AD Users and Computers, validate the 
properties for the OUs that have been used for Hybrid Delegation and remove the required 
rights on the OU Security properties for the following Hybrid SyncEngine configuration: 

 

OU Type OU Name Service Account Delegation rights on OU 

Devices HybridComputers / child 
OU / other custom 

INFRASERVICES\svc-
sync-eng 

READ 
Computer Objects 

Users TANSyncUsers / child 
OU / other custom 

INFRASERVICES\svc-
sync-eng 

READ 
User Objects 
This object and all child 
objects 

 

Remove the SCP entries for the Hybrid-Join Computers by removing the registry entries or 
Group Policy for:   

 

Key Path Key Name Value Type Value 

SOFTWARE\Microsoft 

\Windows\CurrentVersion\CDJ\AAD 

TenantID REG_SZ 37c354b2-85b0-47f5-b222-07b48d774ee3 

SOFTWARE\Microsoft 

\Windows\CurrentVersion\CDJ\AAD 

TenantName REG_SZ NHS.net 

 

9.5  Removing the Forest Trust 

The Forest trust that was established from the NHSmail infrastructure will be removed within 
the off-boarding service request.  The AD Forest trust must be removed at both the NHSmail 
AND the Local Organisation locations. 

To remove the forest trust, LAs should access AD Domains and Trusts for their forest and 
remove the ‘infraservices.net’ domain, OUTGOING: 
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9.6 Remove S2S VPN Connectivity 

The final step in the Off-boarding process will be to remove S2S VPN connectivity with the 
NHSmail infrastructure.  Las will be prompted through the service request to: 

Remove the Organisation-side ‘tunnel’ connectivity and retire any routing and Firewall 
configuration related to the connectivity 

Once NHSmail tunnel connectivity is removed, validate that no connection initiation requests 
are being received to the Local Organisation appliance/service. 

 

9.7 Post-Offboarding Tasks 

One the off-boarding service request is complete; organisations should undertake internal 
validation and remove superfluous configuration from their infrastructure as required. 

In addition to these steps, Organisations should review their configurations of other NHSmail 
components and validate operations, namely: 

 

4) Remove the configured ‘Edge’ Domain Controller related to the SyncEngine Service 

5) Validate TANSync Configuration and any process any required changes 

6) Validate SameSignOn Configuration and process any required changes 

7) Dispose of testing accounts and any remaining organisation-side configuration 

 

Off-boarding activites should have been completed in full after following the previous steps.  
For any remaining issues, please contact the EMS Intune team for clarifications. 
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10 Appendix 

10.1 Validating End-to-End functions for Cloud + SSO and 
Hybrid Tracks 

 For an AAD-Joined Device, where the user has been provided with additional 
custom attributes, user-authentication to local AD should support apps with that 
requirement, with others potentially requiring remediation 

For a Hybrid-AAD-Joined Device, user-based AND device-based authentication to Local AD is 
expected to access on-premises resources and applications normally.  

10.2 Validate a Device with Hybrid Join 
5. Logon to Windows 10 Device with Azure Active Directory Account 

6. Open Command Prompt. Start > Run > cmd <Enter> 

7. Type Command: dsregcmd /status <Enter> 

8. To validate that the Device Is Hybrid joined the highlighted options below should set to 
“YES”. 

 

10.3 Validate a user with AAD+SSO 
1. From the Win10Test Device, Open an Internet Browser Window 

2. Type 'Office.com' in the address bar <Enter> 

3. Click 'Sign In' 

4. Validate that a test user ID can sign into O365 on the test device: O365 Sign in 
successful without prompting for username and Password 

 

 

10.4 Validate AAD+SSO access to AD resources 
1. From the Win10Test Device, Open a command prompt 

2. Map a network drive to a home directory 
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3. The logged in user should not be prompted for user authentication to the shared 
folder 

<< END OF DOCUMENT >> 

 


